
Crow aware adaptive trim for Horus v 2.3  
Widget file: main.lua  

Author: Mike Shellim 

URL: https://rc-soar.com/opentx/lua/adaptivetrim/  

DESCRIPTION 
Applying crow brakes invariably causes a change in pitch trim. The normal way of countering this is via a 

crow/elevator mix, together with a curve. Traditionally, the curve must be adjusted in the OpenTX ‘Curves’ menu. 

This means landing the model each time to make an adjustment, which is time consuming.   

This script enables the pilot to adjust the curve whilst flying the model, using the regular elevator trim. The active 

points are selected automatically, so the pilot doesn't need to take any special action. Using the script, the 

compensation can be optimised in a single flight. The script also displays a live view of the curve and crow value. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The script monitors trim clicks. When a click is detected, the script modifies the shape of a crow/trim curve 

(analogous to the old ‘crow/elevator compensation’ curve). The active points are selected automatically according to 

the crow value. 

 

 

REQUIREMENTS 
- FrSky Horus X10, X12, Jumper T16 

- OpenTx 2.2.2 or above 

  

https://rc-soar.com/opentx/lua/adaptivetrim/index.htm


SCRIPT PARAMETERS 
The script gets its parameters from curve ‘prm’. The curve points must be set as follows: 

 Pt 1: flight mode in which crow is active (0-8). 

 Pt 2: elevator trim state (real time value). This is passed either via logical switches (pt2<0) or via a GVAR 

(pt2>0): 

o Via logical switches: pt2= –{LS-down}, where {LS-down} is number of logical switch storing down-

click state. Up-click state must be stored in LS{{LS-down} + 1}.  

Example: , L34=down-click state  ==> L35=up-click state, pt2 = -34. 

o Via GVAR: point value = GV 1-9 containing trim state (-1=down/0=centre/1=up).  

 Pt 3: not used 

 Pt 4: Channel number 1-32 containing crow value. The supplied crow value must lie in range -100 (full crow) 

to 100 (zero crow). 

 Pt 5: Adaptive trim behaviour with zero crow: 

o 0 -  emulates normal trim behaviour: +/-25% trim travel, with centre/limit callouts (recommended) 

o 1 -  trim is pinned to zero 

o >=2 - not constrained 

 

To reload parameters after changes, remove then re-select the widget. 

 

 

INTEGRATION 
Back up your setup, them make the following modifications: 

1. In the Curves menu, create the crow->trim curve.  

Name = ‘adp’, 5 points, standard x, smooth.  

Point values are not critical, they can be set later. 

 
 

  



2. In the Flightmodes menu, skip down to the crow flight mode, and set elevator trim mode to '--'. This 

suppresses the default behaviour of the ele trim. 

 

 

3. Create two consecutive logical switches to capture the up/down states of the elevator trim. First LS for down 

(‘Ed’), next LS for up (‘Eu’): 

 

4. In the Outputs menu, assign a free channel, name it 'EleTrim'. This will hold the elevator trim value per flight 

mode. 

 



Now add two mixer lines to the EleTrim channel: 

CHnn:EleTrim 

MIX1 += TrmE Weight=+25% NoTrim 

MIX2 := CHnn:Crow Weight=100% Mode=crowFM NoTrim Curve=CV:Adp 

 

The first mix line emulates the default trim behaviour.  

 Source = TrmE 

 Weight=25% 

 Trim = ‘No trim’ 

 Mode = all modes checked 

The second mix is the adaptive trim, active in crow mode only. 

 Source = crow channel (normally CH16 in the author’s templates).  

 Modes = FM in which crow is active (FM2 in the author’s templates).  

 Curve = ‘adp’ (see step 1) 

 Multiplex = REPLACE.  

 

5. In the Mixers menu, modify the elevator channel so it get its trim from the EleTrim channel: 

Ele channel 

+= [I]Ele NoTrim  -- elevator minus trim 

+= CH26:EleTrim Weight=100% -- trim 

 

Example showing  the elevator channel  in a V-tail setup, after modification:

 
 

The sign of weight EleTrim line should normally match the EleNoTrim line, but check during testing.  



6. Define curve 'prm' (exact spelling required), setting points as described in Parameters  section earlier 

 
 

Note: if there's more than one 'prm' curve, then the lowest numbered CV is used. 

INSTALLATION 
Finally, the widget itself must be installed: 

1. On SDcard, create sub folder  \SCRIPTS\WIDGETS\ADP23 

2. Copy  file main.lua to ADP23 subfolder 

3. Power up the transmitter.  

4. Press ‘TELEMETRY’ and install the widget 

 

TESTING 
From the widget screen:  

 

Test basic operation: 

 Enter Landing mode  

 Apply crow and check that the dotted bar moves  

 Click up and down on the elevator trim and verify that the crow/trim curve is altered. 

  



Check mix directions: 

 Check elevator trim direction in Landing mode 

 Check elevator trim direction in any other fm 

 Check elevator stick direction (any fm) 

 If necessary, alter the sign of mixer weights above. 

RESTRICTIONS AND FAILURE MODE 
Only one instance should be run per model.  

In the event that the script is not loaded or terminates prematurely, the trim lever will not function in Landing mode. 

SAFETY 
Test carefully before flight! 

USE AT YOUR OWN RISK. IF IN DOUBT, DO NOT FLY!! 

HISTORY 
04/11/19 2.3  MS: Removed colour options (fixes colour affecting other widgets) 

02/07/19 2.2 MS: Added option to pass trim state via two logical switches (saves a GVAR) 
Added Jumper T16 to supported tx's list 
Fixed colours, added text color option. 

19/04/19 2.1 MS: Fixed crow bar shown solid 

19/04/19 2.0 MS: Bug fixes. 
Up-trim range now same as down-trim. 
Trim curve must be named 'adp' (param 3 not used). 

08/04/19 1.0 LT: Forked by Lothar Thole from adptrm.lua v1.9 

  

FEEDBACK 
Feedback and queries are always welcome, you can contact me by email via: 

https://rc-soar.com/email.htm 
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